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Functional magnetic resonance adaptation (fMR-A, also termed
repetition suppression) is a reduction in activity due to repeated image
presentations which has been extensively studied in human visual
areas. Here we tested whether fMR-A dynamics during sustained
image presentations is determined by cortical region or by stimulus
category. Nine subjects were scanned while viewing a long sustained
presentation of a single face or a house image. Attentional level was
maintained throughout the presentation by a demanding contrast
detection task. Our results show a clear regional differentiation in
adaptation dynamics within high-level visual cortex—especially in the
ventral stream. Face-selective regions showed an initial adaptation
effect followed by a sustained level of activity for both face and house
images. In contrast, activity in house-related regions showed a faster
initial decline for houses, which reached essentially to baseline for the
non-optimal, face images. The object-related lateral occipital (LO)
region exhibited an adaptation profile similar to the face-selective
regions. Importantly, within each region, the rate of signal decline
from the peak activation was independent of the viewed category
(preferred or non-preferred), and this was true for parietal and frontal
regions as well. Thus, our results demonstrate that the functional
differentiation in ventral stream regions is evident not only in their
functional selectivity but also in their adaptation dynamics. Our results
suggest regional rather than stimulus specificity with regard to cortical
computations. These results demonstrate that the adaptation effect
can in fact be compatible with models positing a tight correlation
between activity levels and perceptual states.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
A number of fMRI studies have demonstrated the objectselective nature of high-order visual object areas, particularly in the
ventral stream (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004). Thus, it has been
repeatedly demonstrated that certain object categories such as faces
(Kanwisher et al., 1997), places (Aguirre et al., 1998; Epstein and
Kanwisher, 1998), and common objects (Malach et al., 1995) elicit
preferential activation in specific regions within high-order cortex
when measured with fMRI (Hasson et al., 2003). A fundamental
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issue that is still unresolved is whether the selectivity to different
object categories found in the different object areas reflects a
regionally specific computational strategy applied equally to
different stimuli, or alternatively, is related to stimulus-specific
computations which may be preferentially associated with certain
object images. For example, one could envision that a similar
computational process, such as template (Lerner et al., 2002), or
fragment-matching (Ullman et al., 2002), is applied throughout
the entire ventral stream – with different templates being clustered
in different regions – e.g. face templates in the fusiform face area
(FFA) and house templates in the parahippocampal place area (PPA).
Alternatively, it could be that a different computation is performed in
the different areas. For example, we proposed that in the FFA,
an important dimension of the computation may be analysis of
fine detail, while in the PPA the complementary processes
emphasize large scale integration of information (Hasson et al.,
2003; Levy et al., 2001, 2004). In this case, the category selectivity
observed in these regions stems from the fact that different object
categories may invoke such computations to a different degree.
Here we attempted to address this issue by studying the
temporal dynamics of the response through the adaptation
paradigm. The adaptation effect (also termed repetition suppression
(Grill-Spector et al., 2006)), in which repeated presentation of the
same visual stimulus leads to reduced activation, has been studied
extensively using fMRI (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001; Krekelberg et al., 2005; Sawamura et al., 2005; Shmuelof and Zohary,
2005; Vuilleumier et al., 2005; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2006;
Gottfried et al., 2006; Klein et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006; Yi
et al., 2006; Li Hegner et al., 2007). It has proven particularly
effective as an incisive tool for the analysis of neuronal properties
below the conventional fMRI resolution (Grill-Spector et al., 1999;
Huk et al., 2001; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Avidan et al.,
2002a; Schiltz and Rossion, 2006; Yi et al., 2006; Gilaie-Dotan
and Malach, 2007; Li Hegner et al., 2007; McKyton and Zohary,
2007).
Here we adopted this approach as a tool for tapping into the
computational processes in high-order object areas. We attempted
to achieve this goal by driving the adaptation effect “to its limits”
using a sustained presentation of 21 s of a single object image.
Our results show that when adaptation effects are pushed to their
extreme level, the adaptation dynamics becomes clearly differ-
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entiated across different object areas. In particular, the FFA and
PPA showed a significantly different dynamics. Importantly,
the adaptation dynamics was regionally-specific but invariant
to the object category being viewed, so that within a specific
region, even object images which were sub-optimal for that
specific region showed adaptation dynamics similar to the optimal
images. Our results support the notion that different object areas
implement different computations. These computations are applied
in a regionally specific manner to different object categories.
Our experiment is also relevant to more general issues concerning the relationship between neuronal activity and perception.
An attractive model of visual perception posits that activity in
ventral cortex may be directly correlated to the subjects’ perceptual
states (Grill-Spector et al., 2000; Hasson et al., 2001; Avidan et al.,
2002b; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2002). Given this notion, the adaptation
effect may pose a challenge to such models in that it reveals a
change in activity associated with presumably similar stimulusdriven perceptual states. Our experimental design offered a stringer
test of such models since the long sustained stimulus presentation
produced maximal adaptation, while maintaining the perceptual
state at a fairly constant level. Our results, particularly derived
from the FFA and LO, demonstrate that even under such extreme
adaptation conditions, activity-related models of perception are still
tenable.
Methods
Subjects
Nine healthy subjects (five women, ages 21–46, mean age
29.3 years) participated in the main “sustained image” experiment
as well as in a “category selectivity” experiment; eight of these
subjects participated in a retinotopy mapping experiment (see
details below). All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. All the fMRI subjects provided written informed consent
to participate in the experiments. The Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical
Center approved the experimental protocol.
MRI setup
Subjects were scanned in a 1.5 T Signa Horizon LX 8.25 GE
scanner equipped with a standard head coil. Blood oxygenation
level dependent (BOLD) contrast was obtained with gradient-echo
echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence: TR = 3000 ms, TE = 55 ms,
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flip angle = 90°, field of view (FOV) 240 × 240 mm2, matrix size
80 × 80. The scanned volume consisted of 17 (six subjects) or 27
(3 subjects) nearly axial slices of 4 mm thickness and 1 mm gap
with an in-plane resolution of 3 × 3 mm2, covering the occipital,
temporal, and most of the frontal cortex.
A whole-brain spoiled gradient (SPGR) sequence was acquired
for each subject (FOV 240 × 240 mm2, matrix size 256 × 256, slice
thickness 1.2 mm, 124 axial slices) to allow accurate cortical segmentation, reconstruction, and volume-based statistical analysis.
T1-weighted high resolution anatomic images of the same
orientation and thickness as the EPI slices (in-slice resolution
1.1 × 1.1 mm2, FOV 240 × 240 mm2, TR = 400, TE = 14) were also
acquired to facilitate the incorporation of the functional data into
the 3D Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988).
“Sustained image” experiment stimuli
Stimuli were generated on a PC, projected via an LCD projector
(Epson MP 7200) onto a tangent screen positioned over the
subject’s forehead, and viewed through a tilted mirror. The stimuli
were gray scale illustrations (as depicted in Fig. 1) and included 7
different faces (3 female faces) and 7 different houses. Two
additional images (1 face and 1 house) served for training prior to
the scan. Stimuli were presented as 300 × 300 pixels, occupying a
visual field of 12° × 12°. The fixation image was a dark gray image
(R, G, B = 65) matching the background of all the stimuli. A red
central fixation dot (two-by-two pixels, 0.08° × 0.08°) was superimposed on all stimuli. Low contrast images differed in contrast
(− 12%) for the face or house in the foreground, while their
background and fixation mark were identical to those in the
original images.
Sustained presentation experiment
All subjects underwent a short training session of 1 min (one
face block and one house block) prior to the “sustained image”
experiment scan on a different set of stimuli. The experiment lasted
630 s and included two conditions: a single face and a single
house. Each condition was repeated seven times using a different
face and a different house image for each block in a controlled and
counterbalanced block design paradigm. Each block lasted 21 s,
with interleaving 21 s fixation periods between blocks. The first
and last fixation periods lasted 30 s and 33 s respectively. Each
block consisted of one stimulus presented for 21 s without flicker.

Fig. 1. Experimental design of the “sustained image” experiment. Blocks of sustained presentation of an image (face or house) lasted 21 s and were interleaved
with 21 s fixation blocks. The experiment lasted 630 s and included 7 repetitions of each condition with a different stimulus in each repetition. Subjects were
engaged in an attention-demanding task having to report minute contrast changes (12%) that rarely occurred.
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Contrast change events of 12% attenuation (see above) lasted for
100 ms each and were rare (seven times throughout the
experiment), so that only half of the blocks included such an
event (4 face blocks). These events were distributed evenly along
the time line of the 21 s block. Subjects’ task was to fixate and
report every time a contrast change was detected via a response
box (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1).
Mapping borders of retinotopic and object-selective visual areas
Eight of the nine subjects underwent an additional fMRI
experiment to delineate the borders of retinotopic regions (Levy
et al., 2004; see also DeYoe et al., 1994; Sereno et al., 1994; Engel
et al., 1997). All subjects underwent an additional fMRI
experiment to delineate the borders of category-selective regions
within high-order visual cortex (category-localizer experiment
described in Levy et al., 2001; experiment 1A; Fig. 3 displays a
multi-subject analysis for orientation purposes). Briefly, the
category-localizer experiment followed a block design paradigm,
consisting of 4 conditions (faces, houses, objects, or patterns). A
block consisted of nine line drawing images (of 12° × 12° visual
angle) of the same category, each displayed for 800 ms followed by
a 200 ms blank screen. Each block lasted 9 s followed by a 6 s
blank screen. Each condition (category) was repeated seven times
in a pseudo-random order. The experiment lasted 450 s. The
Subject’s task was a covert 1-back, same–different, memory task.
To that end, each block contained one or two consecutive image
repetitions.
ROI definitions
V1 regions of interest (ROIs) were determined for each subject
separately based on the retinotopic mapping experiment (Levy
et al., 2004). Category-selective ROIs (face, house, object) were
determined for each subject separately according to the categorylocalizer experiment (experiment 1A; Levy et al., 2001). Individual
subject data from the category-localizer experiment (Levy et al.,
2001; Hasson et al., 2003) were fitted to a General Linear Model
(BrainVoyager software package (R. Goebel, Brain Innovation,
Maastricht, The Netherlands)). Regions anterior to the subject’s
retinotopic borders that exhibited selective activations in response

to a specific category (e.g. face N house and object, p b 0.05) and
that occupied at least six contiguous functional voxels were
defined as category-selective ROIs. FFA ROIs were defined as
face-selective regions within the posterior aspect of the fusiform
gyrus. Occipital face area (OFA) ROIs were defined as faceselective regions residing in the lateral–occipital aspect of the
cortex in the vicinity of the inferior occipital sulcus or gyrus (IOS
or IOG respectively). PPA ROIs were defined as house-selective
regions residing in the parahippocampal gyrus or the adjacent
collateral sulcus. Dorsal transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) houserelated ROIs (Hasson et al., 2003; Levy et al., 2004) were defined
as house-selective regions in the occipito-parietal aspect of the
cortex beyond retinotopic cortex in the vicinity of the transverse
occipital sulcus. LO ROIs were defined as object-selective regions
in the lateral–occipital aspect of the cortex in the vicinity of the
inferior occipital sulcus or gyrus (IOS or IOG respectively). For the
one subject that did participate in the retinotopic mapping
experiment, the category-localizer experiment (Levy et al., 2001;
experiment 1A) was used to delineate the category-selective
regions beyond assumed retinotopic areas (showing preference to
textures over objects). For this subject V1 ROIs were defined
anatomically as the activated regions within the calcarine sulcus.
Additional ROIs (numbered 3 to 8 in Fig. 3, and see also Fig. 6,
Supplementary Fig. 3) were determined for each subject separately
based on above-baseline visual activation in conjunction with
anatomical location.
Peak FFA and PPA voxels were defined for each subject as the
most significant voxel in the statistical test that was used to define
FFA and PPA ROIs in the category-localizer experiment. These
voxels were then used, in each subject, as the “peak ROI” for
sampling time courses in the “sustained image” experiment.
fMRI data analysis
fMRI data were analyzed with the BrainVoyager software
package (R. Goebel, Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) and with complementary in-house software. The first two
images of each functional scan were discarded. The functional
images were superimposed on 2D anatomical images and
incorporated into the 3D data sets through trilinear interpolation.
The complete data set was transformed into Talairach space

Fig. 2. Behavioral performance during the “sustained image” fMRI experiment: first versus second half of each block. Left to right: percent of hits, misses, false
positives, and overall responses (relative to the number of targets), and reaction times. All performance measurements indicate that the subjects were attentive
throughout the blocks. Essentially no significant difference between the first and second half of the blocks was found (see Results for more details). Error bars
denote SEM between subjects (n = 9).
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Fig. 3. Visual activation maps of the “sustained image” experiment and anatomical indications. Multi-subject data are presented both in inflated hemisphere
format (top, posterior view) and in unfolded cortical format (bottom). Yellow to orange represent regions that were visually active in response to the sustained
presentation of the face or house images over the fixation baseline (all conditions N fixation, p b 0.01, random effect, corrected, n = 9). Black dotted line represents
the approximate anterior retinotopic border. Category-selective regions are indicated by colored lines (red, face; green, house; blue, object). Anatomical
abbreviations: LH—left hemisphere, RH—right hemisphere, D—dorsal, V—ventral, P—posterior, A—anterior, PPA—parahippocampal place area, FFA—
fusiform face area, LO—lateral occipital, OFA—occipital face area, TOS—transverse occipital sulcus, STS—superior temporal sulcus, IPS—intraparietal
sulcus, LS—lateral sulcus (insula), CS—central sulcus, PreCS—precentral sulcus, IFS—inferior frontal sulcus. ROIs are numbered according to the following
scheme: 1—peripheral V1, 2—central V1, 3—posterior IPS, 4—inferior IPS, 5—PreCS and superior frontal sulcus (SFS) intersection, 6—PreCS and inferior
frontal sulcus (IFS) intersection, 7—anterior LS, 8—IFS. For display purposes only, anatomical labels are presented on the right hemisphere and the ROI
enumeration on the left. n = 9 subjects.

(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Preprocessing of functional scans
included 3D motion correction, slice scan time correction, linear
trend removal, and filtering out of low frequencies up to 4 cycles
per experiment (below 0.0064 Hz). No spatial smoothing was
applied to the data.
Category-related regions were identified in each subject
separately using the category-localizer experiments as described
above. We then sampled the time course of activity during the
sustained presentation experiment in each of the ROIs and
computed the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) percent
signal change compared to the fixation period preceding it. We
then averaged these responses across repetitions for each condition for each time point along the block. Finally, the responses
were averaged across subjects for each ROI and for each condition
(Figs. 4A, B and 5, Supplementary Fig. 3).
Normalized time courses of the FFA and PPA (presented in
Figs. 4C, D) were calculated for each subject relative to the peak
response to the region’s preferred category which occurred 6 s after
stimulus onset (indicated by the beginning of the gray zone in Fig.
4). Normalization was applied so that each time point along the
time course was calculated as percentage of the maximal peak
response to the preferred category. Normalized time courses in the
other ROIs were calculated according to the same time point (6 s
after stimulus onset), so that the dynamics could be compared
across regions for the same point in time.

Structural MRI data analysis
The cortical surface was reconstructed from the 3D SPGR scan.
The procedure included segmentation of the white matter using a
grow-region function, the smooth covering of a sphere around the
segmented region, and the expansion of the reconstructed white
matter into the gray matter. The surface of each hemisphere was
then unfolded, cut along the calcarine sulcus and additional
predefined anatomical landmarks on the medial side, and flattened.
Adaptation dynamics indices (ADI, maxADI) and minimum MR
signal
The adaptation dynamics index (ADI, percent drop per second,
Fig. 6) was calculated as
ADI ¼ % change from Tpeak =s
ðnormSignalTpeakþ6 s  normSignalTpeak Þ
;
¼
6
where Tpeak denotes the time point 6 s after stimulus onset (peak
activation in the FFA and PPA), and Tpeak + 6 s denotes the time
point 6 s after Tpeak. This was calculated for each subject and each
category and then averaged across subjects.
A minimum in the MR signal relative to the subjects’ peak
response (calculation restricted to 3 to 24 s after stimulus onset)
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Fig. 4. FFA and PPA adaptation time courses. (A) FFA average time course to preferred face images (red) and non-preferred house images (green) during
sustained image presentation. (B) PPA average time course to preferred house images (green) and non-preferred face images (red). Black line below the x-axis
indicates when the stimulus was on. (C, D) Normalized time courses to preferred (C) and non-preferred (D) categories relative to the peak response of each region
to its preferred category. Dashed black line (100%) indicates the peak response to the preferred category. FFA's response is displayed in orange, PPA's response
is in blue. The yellow area indicates the difference between the FFA's and PPA's responses to their preferred (C) and non-preferred (D) categories (faces and
houses respectively) throughout the sustained presentation. Black asterisks indicate significant difference (p b 0.05, 1-tailed equal variance t-test, n = 8) between
the responses of the FFA and the PPA at specific time points, black circles indicate a nearly significant difference (0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.10). Gray region indicates the time
window of the major adaptation in the FFA and PPA for both categories (this time window was used to calculate the ADI, see Results and Methods). Note that the
PPA's response profile (B) is more transient while the FFA (A) has an initial decline and then maintains sustained activity throughout the block. This is true for
both the preferred (C) and non-preferred (D) categories. Error bars denote SEM between subjects.

was found for each subject for each of the categories in both the
FFA and the PPA and then averaged across subjects.
The maximum ADI (maxADI) was calculated in a similar
manner as the ADI. The time period taken to calculate the percent
drop per second was now determined for each subject specifically
from the subjects’ maximum until the subjects’ minimum response
during the block (as opposed to a fixed 6 s time zone for the ADI
calculation).
Multi-subject analysis
To obtain the multi-subject maps presented in Fig. 3, the time
courses of all subjects were converted into Talairach space and
z-normalized. The “sustained image” visual activation map was
obtained by contrasting activations to face and house images
over fixation baseline (p b 0.01, random effect, corrected, n = 9).
Statistical significance levels were calculated taking into account
the individual voxel significance, a minimum cluster size of 9
functional voxels, and the probability threshold of a false detection
of any given cluster within the entire cortical surface (Forman
et al., 1995). This was achieved using a Monte Carlo simulation
(AlphaSim by B. Douglas Ward, a software module in Cox
(1996)). The category-selective maps were obtained by contrasting
activation to one category with the activation to the other
categories (e.g. face-selective by (face N house, object), p b 0.05,

fixed effect, n = 9). For visualization purposes the maps were
projected on a flattened Talairach normalized brain.
Behavioral data
Responses were collected during the fMRI “sustained image”
experiment via a response box. Responses were considered as
related to contrast change events if they occurred within 4000 ms
after these events (otherwise they were treated as false positives).
Reaction time (RT) and error rate data were collected for each scan.
Additional analysis of the behavior by the first half (10.5 s) and
second half (10.5 s) of each block was also done to control for
maintained attention along the block and to verify that the behavior
of the subjects did not wane. This was done for each subject
separately and then averaged across subjects.
Results
Our aim in this study was to uncover potential differences in the
adaptation dynamics which might vary across different objectrelated visual regions and within a region depending on the specific
stimulus category being processed. To that end, we constructed an
experiment in which the adaptation effect was driven to its
maximum level. The “sustained image” experiment was designed
to accomplish this goal. In the experiment the subjects viewed long
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long constant presentation of each stimulus (see Methods for more
details).
As depicted in Fig. 2, behavioral measures including RT and
error rate revealed that the subjects were attentive to the stimuli at a
fairly constant level throughout the experiment. A quantitative
analysis revealed no difference in performance between the first
and second halves of each block (false positives p N 0.35, number
of responses p N 0.33, RT p N 0.33). Moreover, there were even
fewer misses in the second half (p b 0.05, paired one-tailed t-test for
first vs. second half). Similarly, the performance on the face and
house images was similar (RT: p N 0.12, paired two-tailed t-test;
number of responses: p N 0.38, paired two-tailed t-test, and see also
Supplementary Fig. 1).
Despite the fact that only a single image was presented in each
block, the visual activation was consistent and robust as can be
seen in Fig. 3 which displays the visual activation in response to
either a face or a house image relative to the fixation baseline.
Adaptation dynamics in ventral regions: FFA and PPA

Fig. 5. Time courses of dorsal ventro-occipital cortex, category-selective
regions. Average time courses of “mirror” category-selective dorsal occipitotemporal regions and LO (see Results). Same display format as Fig. 4. Note
that the adaptation dynamics in OFA (A) and LO (C) seems to resemble that
observed in the FFA (Fig. 4A), whereas the dynamics in TOS (B) seems
more similar to that found in the PPA (Fig. 4B). Error bars denote SEM
between subjects.

(21 s) sustained presentations of either a single face or a single
house (Fig. 1). During the presentation, subjects were engaged in a
demanding contrast detection task. The task was designed to keep
the subjects continuously attentive to the stimuli throughout the

Since both the FFA and the PPA are well documented in the
literature with respect to their preferred and non-preferred
categories (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Aguirre et al., 1998; Epstein
and Kanwisher, 1998; Ishai et al., 1999; Tong et al., 2000; Hasson
et al., 2003), the adaptation dynamics in these regions was our
primary interest since the dependence of the adaptation on category
preference could be easily examined. We identified the faceselective FFA and house-selective PPA for each subject using a
separate “localizer” experiment (see details in Methods). The
“sustained image” experiment time courses were then sampled
from these ROIs and analyzed. Fig. 4 displays the FFA’s (panel A)
and PPA’s (panel B) average time courses in response to face (red)
and house stimuli (green). Comparing these time courses revealed
a difference between the regions in their adaptation dynamics while
within each region the adaptation dynamics was similar for both
object categories—albeit with a higher amplitude to the preferred
category (see the shape of the response within a region for both
categories). A similar difference in inter-areal dynamics was also
found when the sampling was restricted to peak voxels (see
Supplementary Fig. 2).
In order to quantify this difference between the regions and to
allow for a direct comparisons between them, we transformed the
percent signal change (PSC) values of each region to common

Fig. 6. Adaptation dynamics by regions and category. Adaptation dynamics indices (ADI) were calculated for each category in each ROI. These indices indicate
the average rate of adaptation in the critical time window when the major reduction in the FFA and PPA took place (see gray regions in Figs. 4, 5 and
Supplementary Fig. 3). ADI for houses indicated in green, for faces in red. Notably, only a significant effect of region was found, without any effect of category
or interaction between them (see Results for details). Moreover, an explicit examination for each region confirmed that within each region there was no
significant difference between the face and house adaptation indices (1-tailed paired t-test, p N 0.11). Error bars denote SEM between subjects.
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normalized values (as displayed in Figs. 4C, D by category
preference, see Methods for details).
First, for each region and each category we examined whether
there was a significant adaptation effect, when did it occur in time,
and what was its extent. To that end we ran a two-way ANOVA
(category (face, house) and time point (12 points along block from
stimulus onset), n = 8) looking for time point effects after the peak
activity, which would indicate adaptation.
For the FFA this analysis yielded a significant effect for time
point (p b 0.0001), and an expected effect of category (p b 0.002)
which reflected the amplitude bias for the preferred category. In
order to determine whether the effect we found for time point
indicated a significant adaptation, we compared (Fisher’s PLSD
post hoc analysis) the initial transient peak response with the
responses at time points following the peak. We found that after 6 s
there was a nearly significant adaptation effect in the FFA
(p b 0.08), and it reached significance 12 s after the peak response
(p b 0.031), dropping to 68% ± 11% (SEM) of the maximal
response to faces, and to 66% ± 19% (SEM) of the maximal
response to houses. Additional analysis confirmed that throughout
the block the response of the FFA was significantly different from
baseline for both the preferred and non-preferred categories
(p b 0.035 for all time points). This indicates that the FFA
maintained a substantially sustained activity level throughout the
block regardless of the viewed category.
The same analysis revealed a different dynamics for the PPA.
Here also, a time point effect that could indicate adaptation was
found (p b 0.0001), as well as an effect for category (p b 0.02) —
reflecting an amplitude response bias. However, the adaptation
effect here was much faster compared to that found in the FFA,
reaching significance immediately following the peak activation
(3 s, p b 0.001), and its magnitude was already greater at that point
than the FFA’s adaptation after 12 s (PPA dropping to an average of
41% ± 21% (SEM) of the maximal response to houses and to an
average of 17% ± 34% (SEM) of the maximal response to faces).
We also found that the PPA’s response was maintained above
baseline throughout the block only for its preferred category
(p b 0.04 until and including 24 s after stimulus onset), while for its
non-preferred category the response was not significantly different
from baseline during most of the block following the initial
transient (p N 0.23, with the exception of a probable post-stimulus
rebound effect—27 s after stimulus onset, p b 0.02). These results
suggest a much more transient processing mechanism in the PPA
regardless of the processed category.
Given the foveal bias of the FFA (Levy et al., 2001; Hasson
et al., 2003), it was important to rule out the possibility that the
sustained response of the FFA was due to small eye movements. To
that end, we sampled the activity from both central and peripheral
V1. If eye movements were a dominant factor in the FFA’s
sustained activity, we would expect to see a more sustained
response in central vs. peripheral field locations in area V1. The
sampled time courses are displayed in Supplementary Fig. 3. A
direct comparison between central V1 and peripheral V1 along the
time line did not reveal a significant difference in adaptation
dynamics (three-way ANOVA results for region p N 0.75, F b 0.11;
for category p N 0.34, F b 1; for time point p b 0.0001, F N 25; no
two-way interactions with respect to region were found). Therefore, it is unlikely that the small fixational eye movements may
have underlain the sustained FFA activity.
In order to obtain a more quantitative estimate of the adaptation
dynamics in the FFA and the PPA we calculated for each category

an adaptation dynamics index (ADI). The ADI indicated the rate of
signal decline from its peak response within 6 s after the peak (as
indicated by the gray zone in Fig. 4 panels; see detailed procedure
and application to other ROIs in Methods). A negative value of this
index indicates adaptation, a positive value indicates an activation
enhancement, and zero indicates on sustained activity.
For the FFA the ADI was found to be −4.1 ± 2.5 (SEM) for
faces and − 2.8 ± 2.5 (SEM) for houses, whereas the PPA
manifested significantly more negative values corresponding to
faster and more profound adaptation (− 8.3 ± 2.5 (SEM) for faces,
and − 10.6 ± 1.7 (SEM) for houses). A two-way ANOVA on these
ADI values revealed that the adaptation was determined only by
cortical region and not by category (region effect: p b 0.012,
F N 7.3; no category effect: p N 0.81, F b 0.06; no interaction:
p N 0.42, F b 0.7).
To obtain an additional quantitative measure of the response
dynamics we also calculated the MR minima along the response
time course (see Methods). The time of the MR minima in the
FFA showed substantial inter-subject variability (occurred at an
average time of 14.3 s ± 6.8 s (SD) after the peak for faces, and at
an average time of 9.8 s ± 5.5 s (SD) for houses). The decline in
signal in the FFA was 43% ± 16% (SEM) from the maximum MR
signal for faces and to 23% ± 12% (SEM) of the maximum MR
signal to houses. In the PPA, the minima MR signal occurred at an
average time of 12 s ± 7.2 s (SD) after the peak for houses and at an
average time of 9.0 s ± 5.1 s (SD) for faces, reaching a minimum
value of −1% ± 6% (SEM) from the peak response to houses and
− 90% ± 53% from the peak response to faces.
The rate of signal decline from the maxima to these minima was
calculated as the maximum ADI (maxADI, see Methods for
details). The maxADI values in the FFA were found to be − 5.1 ±
0.7 (SEM) for faces, −11.7 ± 3.9 (SEM) for houses. In the PPA for
houses − 17.4 ± 5.2 (SEM) and for faces − 51.4 ± 20.3 (SEM). A
two-way ANOVA on these maxADI values again indicated that the
adaptation dynamics was determined by region (p b 0.03, F N 6),
not determined by category (p N 0.2, F = 1.68), and interaction
between region and category did not reach significance (p = 0.065,
F = 3.96).
We also examined the potential differences in dynamics
between the FFA and the PPA when the emphasis was on the
categorical preference dimension.
Fig. 4C shows the response of these regions to their preferred
category. To verify the significance of the difference between these
two regions in their response to their preferred category – which is
clearly evident in Fig. 4C (colored in yellow) – we ran a statistical
analysis (two-way ANOVA for region and time point, examining
the regions’ responses to their preferred category along time (from
the peak activation)). The result of this analysis revealed a
significant effect for region (p b 0.0001, F N 18) and a significant
effect for time point (p b 0.02, F N 2.7) with no interaction (p N 0.65,
F b 0.65). When we confined the time variable to the time window
used to calculate the ADI (gray regions in Fig. 4) we found an
almost significant interaction between region and time point which
most probably reflected the more rapid adaptation in the PPA
than in the FFA (region: p b 0.002, F N 11; time point: p b 0.002,
F N 7, interaction: p = 0.0572, F = 3.065). We further analyzed the
difference between the regions’ responses along time, checking the
significance of this difference for each time point along the block
(indicated by asterisks (p b 0.05, 1-tailed equal variance t-test,
n = 8) and black circles (0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.10) in Fig. 4C). This analysis
revealed that along most of the response there was a significant
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difference between these regions’ responses to their preferred
categories, although at some time points this difference was only
close to significance (see time points indicated by dots in Fig. 4C).
Importantly, in the major adaptation time window (time points
within 6 s after the peak) the response to the preferred category was
significantly different.
An identical analysis of the responses of the FFA and PPA to
their non-preferred categories was performed and is presented in
Fig. 4D. Again, we found a significant effect for region (p = 0.0001,
F N 15), no effect for time point (p N 0.22, F = 1.4), and no
interaction (p N 0.94, F b 0.3).
So both for preferred and for non-preferred stimuli, we found a
significant regional difference, again with the FFA keeping a more
sustained elevated response than the PPA.
Adaptation dynamics in dorsal regions
In previous studies we proposed that the FFA and PPA have
“mirror” regions located dorsally, which share similar functional
properties associated with their central/peripheral visual field bias
(Malach et al., 2002; Hasson et al., 2003). Thus, it was of interest
to compare the adaptation profiles in these regions to those of the
FFA and PPA. These areas, including the occipital face area (OFA)
and the dorsal house-related transverse occipital sulcus (TOS)
(Hasson et al., 2003; Levy et al., 2004; Epstein et al., 2007), were
also identified for each subject using a separate “localizer”
experiment (see details in Methods). The time courses obtained
from these regions are depicted in Figs. 5A and B. Similar to their
object selectivity profile, the adaptation dynamics of these two
regions appeared to mimic those of the FFA and PPA. The faceselective OFA manifested sustained above-baseline activity for
both faces and houses throughout most of the block (faces: p b 0.05
for all time points, houses: nearly significant with p b 0.07 for all
but 2 time points, 1-tailed t-test). Moreover, the reduction rates
were similar to those found in the FFA (keeping a level of 99%
± 39% (SEM) of the response to faces within the equivalent time
window, 99% ± 56% (SEM) for houses). The house-selective TOS
region, on the other hand, displayed a sharp reduction in the
activity following the peak response (dropping to 37% ± 18%
(SEM) of the response to houses, and to 34% ± 29% (SEM) of the
maximal response to faces), similar to the PPA. Importantly, as can
be seen in the figure, although these regions’ time courses were
noisier—both regions appeared to display similar dynamics to both
preferred and non-preferred categories, as was seen in the FFA and
the PPA.
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hoc Fisher’s PLSD p b 0.05), but not from the FFAs (p N 0.66). Here
again, there was no significant difference observed between the
adaptation dynamics to the face and house stimuli (p N 0.11).
It was of interest to examine whether the adaptation was a
global phenomenon in all visually responsive cortical areas. To that
end we also examined additional visual regions (early visual
cortex: peripheral V1, indicated as region 1 in Fig. 3 ROI list, and
central V1, region 2 in Fig. 3; intraparietal sulcus (IPS) regions:
posterior IPS (3) and anterior IPS (4)), as well as prefrontal regions
along the precentral sulcus (regions 5 and 6 in Fig. 3), anterior
lateral sulcus (region 7), and inferior frontal sulcus (region 8).
These regions were identified by a conjunction of significant visual
activation and anatomical location (for V1 the definition was based
on the retinotopic maps of each subject as well). It was also of
interest to examine whether these additional regions would show a
category-dependent differentiation in the response dynamics.
We sampled the time courses of all these regions (see
Supplementary Fig. 3) and then calculated the adaptation dynamics
index (ADI) as was done for the FFA and PPA (see Methods for
details). The indices for each region and each category are depicted
in Fig. 6. A two-way ANOVA (ROI and category) on the index
values of all the regions revealed that the response change
depended only on the region and not on the category being
processed (region effect: p b 0.0001, F N 8.4; no effect for category:
p N 0.13, F N 2.2; no interaction: p N 0.95, F b 0.42). Post hoc
analysis confirmed that there was no significant difference between
the “mirror” ventral and dorsal regions (FFA vs. OFA: p N 0.36,
PPA vs. TOS: p N 0.98). V1 exhibited a sluggish buildup followed
by slow continuous adaptation that was reflected in positive ADI
values (Supplementary Figs. 3A and B). In contrast, frontal regions
showed an opposite trend of a continuous buildup of activity as the
stimulation progressed (Supplementary Figs. 3F and H).
Additional dynamics
Interestingly, in some of the regions we examined, we found a
post-stimulus rebound effect, i.e. an increase in the response once
the stimulus was turned off. These regions included categoryrelated regions such as the FFA, PPA, LO, and TOS, but
surprisingly did not include V1 regions (see Supplementary Fig.
3). In the FFA and PPA the effect was more pronounced for the
non-optimal category, although it was also observed for the
preferred category but to a lower extent. It is also likely that the
slight enhancement in activity for houses in IFS and aLS that
appeared once the stimulus was turned off was related to the same
phenomenon.

Adaptation and enhancement dynamics in other regions
Discussion
As depicted in Fig. 3 the face and house images elicited a
widely distributed activity in additional cortical areas—including
the object-selective LO (Hasson et al., 2003), early visual areas,
parietal, and prefrontal regions. It was of interest to examine the
activity profiles in these additional regions in response to the
sustained presentation. We defined the LO object-selective region
in the lateral–occipital aspect of the cortex using a separate
“localizer” experiment (objects N faces and houses, see Methods).
We found that its overall activity profile (see Fig. 5C) was similar
to that found in the FFA, both in terms of having fairly sustained
activity along time from the activation level 6 s after stimulus onset
(p N 0.12 for all time points, post hoc Fisher’s PLSD), and in terms
of its ADI values which differed significantly from the PPAs (post

Adaptation dynamics determined by regional mechanisms
We found that the adaptation parameters such as decline rate
and magnitude were determined by regionally specific mechanisms, and were independent of the object category being viewed.
Thus, for each region, similar dynamics was observed both for the
optimal stimuli (faces in the FFA and houses in the PPA, Fig. 4C)
and for the non-optimal stimuli (Fig. 4D). This was also true for
regions which did not display strong category selectivity (see Fig.
6 and Supplementary Fig. 3). Thus, the profile of adaptation
dynamics was region-specific rather than category-specific. These
findings are compatible with our previous report showing
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category-invariant adaptation effects in ventral stream areas
(Avidan et al., 2002a). These results are also in line with the
proposal that different neuronal mechanisms could underlie fMRI
adaptation (Grill-Spector et al., 2006). Here we report that the
regional adaptation dynamics relies on specific regional properties
and these may be explained by some of the suggested models in
Grill-Spector et al. (2006). Concerning the dynamics we observed
in visual areas outside the FFA and PPA, such as early visual cortex
and LO, it should be noted that the stimuli used in the present
experiment may not have been the optimal ones for these areas.
Although the results concerning the FFA and PPA illustrate a
similar dynamics for both optimal and non-optimal stimuli, the
situation may be different in other areas. For example, in area V1
we may observe a different dynamics for more low level stimuli
compared to the face and house images used here.
An alternative interpretation for the category invariance of the
adaptation we found in each region is that it may have been due to
a very broad category tuning curve of the underlying neuronal
population. Thus, it could be argued, for example, that the same
FFA neurons which were optimally tuned to face images also
responded, albeit at a weaker level, to house images and thus
showed a similar adaptation profile.
However, recent studies using fMR adaptation demonstrated
that such a broad tuning model is unlikely, and in fact adaptation
effects in the FFA show even a sub-exemplar tuning specificity
(Gilaie-Dotan and Malach, 2007). Furthermore, we have found
previously that reduced single neurons’ responses resulting from
sub-optimal stimuli, such as low contrast images, produce a
weaker adaptation effect compared to optimal stimuli—regardless
of the overall fMRI signal level (Avidan et al., 2002a). Such a
reduction in adaptation level was not observed here for the nonoptimal category stimuli, suggesting that they likely reflect an
optimal response of small islands of neurons within the overall
population (cf. adaptation dynamics of optimal to non-optimal
stimuli in Figs. 4A, B). In summary, both of these sets of studies
support the interpretation that the non-optimal house images in the
FFA and face images in the PPA underwent a neuronal
computation of a similar type as that performed for the optimal
categories.
Although both FFA and PPA exhibit high category selectivity
(for FFA see Puce et al., 1996; Kanwisher et al., 1997; McCarthy
et al., 1997; Halgren et al., 1999; Gauthier et al., 2000; Haxby
et al., 2001; for PPA see Puce et al., 1996; Aguirre et al., 1998;
Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Halgren et al., 1999; Downing
et al., 2006), we have found that their adaptation profiles were
inherently different, regardless of their preferred or non-preferred
responses. Their adaptation differed in its rate (PPA—rapid (3 s),
FFA—mild (6–12 s)), its magnitude (FFA—mild (approximately
to 67%), PPA—deep adaptation (to 41% and even less)), and even
in respect to the preferred category and to the non-preferred
category—likely along the full time line.
We have found that there was a unique adaptation profile to
each of these regions that was independent of the processed
category.
Potential confounds
The fact that similar adaptation profiles were observed
regardless of object category rules out the possibility that the
sustained response may have been due to a particularly strong
initial response. Thus, although the initial response to house

images was weaker in the FFA compared to the PPA, it
nevertheless showed a more sustained response profile (cf. FFA
Fig. 4A, green curve, approximately 0.51 ± 0.14 (SEM) PSC and
PPA in Fig. 4B, green curve, approximately 0.60 ± 0.08 (SEM)
PSC).
This regional difference in adaptation dynamics is relevant to
the potential role of attention in the adaptation phenomena. Indeed,
fMR adaptation was often attributed to attentional effects, i.e.
reduced activation associated with reduced arousal or focus on the
visual target. There are studies that examine this relation by
varying the tasks, which are often stimulus specific, or varying the
attentional demands (Murray and Wojciulik, 2004; Yi et al., 2006).
The present results, particularly in the PPA, argue against the
interpretation that fMR adaptation is solely due to a reduction in
attention level. Thus, despite the similar tasks and attentional
demands throughout the exposure duration, the PPA manifested a
significantly different adaptation dynamics compared to the FFA.
Thus, our results provide an apparent demonstration that adaptation
dynamics may be dissociated from the levels of attention and task
demands.
Finally, a possible confound may have been due to small
fixational eye movements. Given the foveal bias of LO and FFA
(Levy et al., 2001; Hasson et al., 2003), it could be argued that
these areas may have shown higher sustained activity due to such
eye movements. Two factors argue against such an interpretation.
First, FFA showed a substantial positional invariance (GrillSpector et al., 1999) which should have reduced its sensitivity to
small eye movements. Furthermore, examining this issue by
contrasting the activations in central vs. peripheral V1 representations (see Results and Supplementary Fig. 3 for their time courses)
did not reveal a significant difference, again arguing against a role
for eye movements in “refreshing” the stimulus activation in these
areas.
Mirror-region dynamics
In a previous study we proposed that object-selective regions in
the dorsal aspect of occipito-temporal cortex (beyond retinotopic
regions) may be mirror-like duplicates of the ventral stream
organization (Hasson et al., 2003). Our present results support this
notion since, in dorsal and ventral occipito-temporal regions
showing similar category selectivity, we now identified corresponding adaptation dynamics. It is still an open question what is
the cause of these apparent duplications. We previously proposed
that the basic eccentricity arrangement that extends into high-order
visual cortex (Hasson et al., 2003; Levy et al., 2001, 2004; Larsson
and Heeger, 2006) may underlie this pair-wise development of a
dorsal and ventral set of category-related regions.
V1 and fronto-parietal areas
We found that a sustained presentation of visual stimuli elicited
a widespread activation throughout the cortex extending beyond
classical visual regions to parietal and prefrontal regions. The
extent of the activation could be attributed to the demanding
attentional tasks since it seems to overlap with fronto-parietal
regions that have been reported in earlier studies as involved in
various cognitively demanding tasks (Courtney et al., 1998; Lumer
et al., 1998; Duncan and Owen, 2000; Rees et al., 2002; Pins and
Ffytche, 2003; Sala et al., 2003; Hon et al., 2006; Gilaie-Dotan and
Malach, 2007).
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When examining regional adaptation dynamics (time courses
and ADI) on the posterior–anterior axis (Fig. 6), the adaptation
effects in V1 were sluggish, but continuous throughout the
sustained period (Supplementary Fig. 3), in agreement with
previous reports (Tootell et al., 1998; Grill-Spector et al., 1999).
In parallel with the sluggish adaptation, the buildup of response
magnitude was also sluggish (manifested as a positive ADI). The
source of this dynamics is not clear—but could not be attributed
simply to eye movements (see above). One possibility is that rapid
transient responses in V1 activity may have been missed due to the
slow hemodynamic signal of fMRI. In contrast, frontal regions
showed an opposite trend, of a continuous buildup of activity along
the sustained image presentation (Supplementary Fig. 3). The
source of this trend might be related to high-level frontal functions
such as working memory (Courtney et al., 1998; Sala et al., 2003)
or priming (van Turennout et al., 2000, 2003). Parietal regions
displayed near-zero ADI values indicating no change in activation
levels consistent with the stable attention levels indicated by our
behavior results (Mesulam, 1999; Wojciulik and Kanwisher, 1999;
Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000; Behrmann et al., 2004; Husain and
Nachev, 2007).
Rebound effects
An interesting phenomenon which occurred to various degrees
in all ventral stream areas was a rebound effect, i.e. an increase in
fMRI signal immediately following the termination of the image
presentation. Several mechanisms may account for this effect,
including a purely hemodynamic rebound. However, an intriguing
possibility could be that this effect relates to the appearance of a
negative afterimage of the sustained object during the fixation
period, which some subjects reported on. Such a change in
stimulus may have produced an increased activation. Interestingly,
these effects were not apparent in V1, perhaps due to their
relatively short duration. However, the precise cause of this effect
and the parameters that determine its magnitude will require further
study.
Adaptation effects and activity-based models of perception
Our study reveals that FFA, OFA, and LO showed a sustained
level of activation over long exposure times (Figs. 4 and 5).
Besides their relevance to a better understanding of the adaptation
process, these results are of particular importance for neuronal
models of perception. A number of previous studies support the
notion that activity in high-order object cortex tightly corresponds
to the subject’s perceptual state (Tong et al., 1998; Grill-Spector
et al., 2000; Hasson et al., 2001; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001;
Avidan et al., 2002b; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2002; Gilaie-Dotan and
Malach, 2007). From this perspective, it should be noted that
previous adaptation effects appeared to pose a potential challenge
to such models by revealing a consistent reduction in neuronal
activity despite persistent visual stimulus (Grill-Spector and
Malach, 2001). However, as already noted by James (1890), the
novel perceptual state during the initial exposure to a stimulus is
drastically different from that following its repeated presentation.
In the present experiment we subjected the activity model to a
stringer test. By extending the stimulus exposure for a long
duration while maintaining the attentional demand constant, we
presumably created a fairly sustained perceptual state. Under such
conditions the question was—will activity in high-order object
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areas behave according to the perceptual state (sustained) or follow
the initial adaptation dynamics (decline) (Portas et al., 2000)?
Our results indicate that activity in LO, OFA, and the FFA
was compatible with a model positing a tight link between activity
level and perceptual states. Thus, we propose that the sustained
FFA, OFA, and LO activity may correspond to the sustained visual
percepts that were not altered in spite of the long exposure
durations. The initial transient may correspond under this hypothesis to the enhanced vividness associated with image novelty.
PPA and its dorsal “mirror” TOS region (Hasson et al., 2003;
Levy et al., 2004) as well as V1 exhibited a different adaptation
dynamics. Following the above logic regarding activity levels and
sustained perception, these results may suggest a possible
dissociation between PPA, TOS, and V1 activities and perceptual
states.
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